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Webinar Notes
• Please submit your questions in the Q&A tab at the bottom of your screen. 

• The Chat function allows you to send chat messages to your colleagues in 
the meeting.

• The webinar Recording, the Q&A feed, the Chat feed, and any presentation 
materials will be available after the webinar at 
https://provost.arizona.edu/content/campus-webinars.



Five Steps of COVID-19 Positive Case Notification
1. Remind the student to monitor their symptoms and reach out to Campus 
Health if they have any concerns. Direct the student to follow the CDC guidance
for isolation.
2. Remind the student of their obligation to complete the SAFER notification 
form.
3. Remind the student of their obligation to upload their positive test result to 
the secure, HIPAA compliant Campus Health system, if their positive test was 
taken off campus.
4. If you are an instructor teaching an in-person course where a student(s) have 
voluntarily reported to you that they have tested positive, please complete the 
Instructor Reporting Form (IRF).
5. If you are supervising TAs or teaching personnel, refer to the COVID-19 
Workplace Positive Case Protocol.

https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=a80f47b95f450549147fe4da6fd8282b32668dbfab3d027aaf9203dd09ff698894c74322ae61cc3bdb64d65dacf4e5c79a46f402a8d94c2f09e9bc8affa93138
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=a80f47b95f45054972fa5c4377fed8aa9b0eb892f9406d8d7f1e9c73fb0c51e139552bc9f851855274f3e8c505084b8535b0468af7b1927562a605622e4806cd
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=a80f47b95f4505493db94174154a0b2a1af69dda99a9b8dba88c90a7b25486643140c2895adcfbcdcfc7771265ce941e4a09537656c59c8edbdcc6cb7589f9b1
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=a80f47b95f4505494b8cc5e56c6645d4bc06c815f833c85f5274976b42cf54d8aa9f145e2d50543a2be0143609f0681aeaa54af7b4796f8634932f950e79ece8
https://click.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=a80f47b95f4505498ec428cfdd2a289d7e3fdc1ae58e93d2d8cfd6bdbe041ac88d1027e74183b8de07a7f9081393d8c08c335ea4e4a52866b5a0fac8c24c02a3


COVID-19 Positive Case Notification

• Please do not share any personal student health information 
with your class, which includes making an announcement 
about your knowledge of any positive cases, even in general 
terms, to your other students. 

• Please keep meeting in your scheduled class modality. 
• Our SAFER contact tracing team will conduct case 

investigations and alert us swiftly if they detect evidence of 
classroom transmission. 

• If warranted, we will reach out to you and your department to 
discuss temporary adjustments to your class modality.
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Building the plane…

Building the 
plane while 
you’re flying 
it…and 
simultaneously 
writing the 
training 
manual!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L2zqTYgcpfg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L2zqTYgcpfg


Spring 2020 
(you know 10 years ago…)

• SAFER becomes extremely relevant
• Pima County Health Department partnership

– Students started to help conduct case investigations
– At the time there was no contact tracing happening outside of household 

contacts
• Why? Mostly resources – it takes A LOT of people to conduct CTing
• Also, test delays – there is little reason to as someone who they exposed 3 weeks 

prior when the incubation period is only 14 days max
– Transitioning to new leadership (Dr. Bob was amazing and Dr. Cullen is 

phenomenal)
• SAFER developed a virtual call center

– UA IT was extremely helpful
– Allowed us to expand and respond



Developing contact tracing for UA
• There were probably 5 major iterations of this plan, each with it’s own 

nuances and details (online platforms, surveillance forms, what systems 
could talk with another system, who was in charge when, etc)

• These are all Pima County cases, so we had to work out a plan to work 
UNDER the County

• How to get results from students, staff, faculty?
• Simultaneously…

– Testing being ramped up ‘in-house’ but not up yet
– Other surveillance systems being build (CoVID Watch, Wildcat Wellcheck) that 

we needed to align with
– We were asked to help other County HDs who were understaffed 
– I went from 7 staff/students to over 150 – operations was…challenging



Case Investigation vs 
Contact Tracing
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Case Investigation – public health surveillance of confirmed CASES of an infectious diseaseIncludes information on symptoms, severity, dates of onset and EXPOSURESInformation on how to ISOLATEContact Tracing – public health surveillance of EXPOSED personsIncludes history of exposure and monitoring for symptoms for 14 daysInformation on how to QUARANTINECan be forward (needed to reduce transmission) or backward (used to determine super spreader events)



Why is Contact Tracing Important?

Contact tracing helps us get ahead of an outbreak 
(hopefully). It helps us track exposures and notify 
individuals so they can quarantine BEFORE potentially 
exposing someone else.



Important Factors for Impactful 
Contact Tracing

● Testing capacity and timing
● Laboratory reporting 
● Public health workforce 
● Willingness of cases to 

share their contacts

https://theconversation.com/this-diy-contact-tracing-app-helps-people-
exposed-to-covid-19-remember-who-they-met-151168



How does it all start…



Communication to someone who 
tests positive



Contacts
• One of the most important 

questions we ask is about close 
contacts.

• Challenges
– Students don’t want to ‘out’ their 

friends
– Students don’t actually know the 

names and contact information on 
some of the people they hang out with

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/hive-mind-new-
approach-could-improve-on-crowd-wisdom/



How does UA CT work?



What if my student doesn’t report?
• We will still find them….
• Under PCHD, we have access to ALL case data, 

regardless of where the person gets tested.
• The case is still reported through MEDSIS, 

SAFER/PCHD is assigned this case to conduct CI/CT, it 
may just be delayed

https://radhikamukherji.wordpress.com/2018/07/02/an-enigma-that-is-sherlock-holmes/



Why fill out the IRF? 
• Students may be more likely to report they 

are a case to an instructor if they test off-
campus.

• We can track potential outbreaks more 
quickly and accurately if we can initiate 
CI/CT as soon as possible.

• SAFER has a team of trained 
epidemiologists who can answer specific 
questions you may have.

https://wikiclipart.com/person-running-clipart_17405/



Data Systems

● Case Investigations
○ UA Testing Program
○ Trellis – tracking call attempts and case management
○ Qualtrics – multiple iterations, access ADHS version
○ MEDSIS – statewide reporting system; students still needed access to 

update data that wasn’t uploaded
● Contact Tracing

○ REDCap – we had to build a system from scratch for campus – reporting 
delays necessitated this

● Monitoring courses for ‘outbreaks’ using the registrar system
● CoVID Watch



Training Students
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For training the staff, students, and volunteers we provide documents and resources covering everything from protocol to a Q and A section. And before someone gets to the stage of making calls, we make sure that they have gone through proper training and know that a supervisor will be in the main Zoom room during each shift to answer questions. 



Scaling up and not Freaking out!

●We have a LARGE student team online
○Managers, Grad Students, Undergrad Students
○Zoom Health & Amazon Connect
○Dedicated Volunteer Manager
■Orientation sessions, ‘Office Hours’, Training videos, Protocol Manuals 

on Google
○Work with course instructors to recruit ‘volunteers’
○Dedicated bilingual team
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During the peaks and troughs of the pandemic, SAFER had to adjust accordingly. A few tips that we learned through the ebb and flow were to understand the span of control, obtain Zoom Health and Amazon connect, have one person dedicated to all things volunteers, and lastly have a bilingual team for the language that is appropriate for your area. 



Where are we at now
● Over 1,400 UA case investigations

○ We have had ~4,400 cases on campus
● 9k+ statewide case investigations completed

○ Assigned >28,000 cases
● >1,000 contacts identified 
● At one time we had over 85 simultaneous OUTBREAKS 

associated with campus (some small, some not so small)
● A LOT of lessons learned from last year – we’re still learning, 

but we are in a far better place to respond this academic year.
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Currently, we have completed 1500 out of 4400 University of Arizona cases, with over 1600 contacts identified. Versus our statewide numbers, where we have completed around 9000 out of over 27,000 cases assigned. And at one time, we had 85 simultaneous outbreaks associated with the university campus. *NEED TO UPDATE* 519 contact calls made1070 named contacts who received exposure notification & asked to enroll in follow-up 78 cases tested off-campus captured by self-report system 65 managers who used self-report system 
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Questions?
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